THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7

ELC SPEAKER EVENT

LESSONS BEYOND THE SUMMIT

@ BLUE MOON BREWERY

SEE PAGE 3 FOR DETAILS

CALL FOR CONTENT:

Do you have something going on at your company that you would like to share with the ELC?

Contact Cari or Elvia to submit your content. See the upcoming newsletter schedule on the last page.

cervi@teamwl.com
elvia@assignar.com

IN THIS ISSUE:

Community service reflection Speaker Event information
Member highlight: John Behan, W.L.
Legislative: Prop CC and DD Overview
Newsletter & content submission schedule

If you have questions or would like more information about membership with the Emerging Leaders Council, Please visit

www.coloradocontractors.org

OR contact:

Amy Brooks
abrooks@crccllc.com

Garrett Olsen
golsen@brannan1.com

Randy Drennen
rdrennen@ccainfo.org
Despite inclement weather and a date change, the ELC came through for Laradon for another community service event. Thank you to all who took the time to volunteer and help this school so that they can better serve the students to help them realize and grow to their full potential.
For over 25 years, Jeff Evans’ global experiences as a world-class mountaineer, guide and emergency medic have helped him master the skills of servant leadership, handling adversity, teamwork, communication, and trust which are the cornerstone themes in his keynote and breakout sessions.

Jeff’s amazing adventures and challenges have given him the tools to become one of the most dynamic and inspirational speakers on the circuit today, delivering his message to tens of thousands of audience members and changing the way we approach our roles within our work and family environments.

Jeff reminds us that, in fact, we are all guides in some capacity... professionally and personally. By utilizing real-life stories, vivid images and thrilling video from his adventures around the globe, Jeff is able to extract impactful themes which are applicable for every audience member and weave them into memorable, humorous, thought-provoking and paradigm-shifting keynotes. Learn more at www.jeffbevans.com

Tell us a little bit of your background and how you became a Project Manger at WL
I graduated with a degree in Civil Engineering from CU Boulder in 2015 and then worked for City & County of Denver as a staff engineer, Thornton as a Project Manager, and then here as a Project Manager!

What are some of the highlights of your job?
I like the fast pace of construction and getting to work with lot of great people in the industry! The mix between field, office, meetings and all else is nice and it’s never boring – we have to solve new problems every day! We focus on installing traffic signals, but also do street & highway lighting, intelligent transportation systems, and small scale heavy civil general contracting.

What are some of your ambitions? Career-wise and personally.
For a career I would like to keep doing something that always challenges me and keeps me learning. I never want to stop learning! On a personal level, I love the construction industry so I like to build! – whether that’s relationships, education, reputation, language, assets, and all else. One day I would like to be a project manager for charitable endeavors in developing communities in my spare time.

What is one fun fact about you?
Oh boy.. I had a stock account at age 13!
**PROP CC OVERVIEW**

**WHAT DOES IT DO?**

Proposition CC seeks to allow the state to retain revenue in excess of their budget that is currently required to be refunded under the Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights (TABOR). Instead of refunding the excess revenue, Proposition CC would allow these funds to be used for public schools, higher education, roads, bridges, and transit.

**HOW MUCH REVENUE IS ESTIMATED TO BE RETAINED?**

The Colorado Legislative Council Staff estimate that during the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 years, this will equate to an extra $310 million and $342 million, respectively.

**WHAT PROTECTION IS THERE TO ENSURE FUNDS ARE USED APPROPRIATELY?**

This measure will require the state to have an audit conducted each year by a private entity to ensure the funds are being used only for education and transportation.

**PROP DD OVERVIEW**

**WHAT DOES IT DO?**

Proposition DD seeks to allow sports betting and include a 10% tax on the betting proceeds in order to fund state water projects and pay for the regulation of sports betting.

**HOW MUCH REVENUE IS ESTIMATED TO BE RETAINED?**

According to the fiscal impact statement, this measure is estimated to generate approximately $10 million in tax revenue for 2020-2021 and over $13 million in 2021-2022.
NEWSLETTER PUBLISHING AND CONTENT SUBMISSION SCHEDULE

Do you have something going on at your company that you would like to share with the ELC?

Contact Cari or Elvia to submit your content.

ccervi@teamwl.com
elvia@assignar.com

ELC MISSION STATEMENT

THIS ORGANIZATION STRIVES TO ENHANCE LEADERSHIP AND COLLABORATION OF THE EMERGING LEADERS IN THE INFRASTRUCTURE INDUSTRY THROUGH PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, COMMUNITY SERVICE AND NETWORKING. WE WILL MAINTAIN A FOCUS ON INNOVATION, INTEGRITY AND SAFETY TO ENSURE THE SUCCESS OF THE INDUSTRY FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.

ELC NOMINATIONS

Do you have a co-worker or colleague you think would be a great addition to the Emerging Leaders Council? The ELC is always looking to enhance our group with the addition of motivated new members. If you know someone who may be interested, you can nominate them or they can apply online.

HOW TO APPLY/NOMINATE SOMEONE TO THE ELC

• Each company’s leadership nominates individuals to be ELC members by completing the Nomination Form. Each company is allowed to have multiple members.
• Employees nominated by their company’s leadership need to complete the Application Form. The Application Form must be submitted to the Membership Chair. The ELC Steering Committee reviews all nominations and applications received and will inform applicants of their decision.
• Click here to complete the nomination form.
• Click here to complete the application.
• Submit all forms to Randy Drennen at rdrennen@ccainfo.org
• Applications & Nominations will be accepted throughout the year.

For questions regarding Nomination process, contact Randy Drennen, rdrennen@ccainfo.org.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE | PUBLISH DATE
01.20.20 | 02.07.20
04.20.20 | 05.08.20
07.20.20 | 08.07.20

ELC Steering Committee Meeting Minutes Available on the ELC Page: